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CGH calculation with the ray tracing method for the Fourier transform optical system
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Abstract: Computer-generated holograms (CGHs) are usually displayed on electronic devices. However, the resolution of current output devices is not high enough to display CGHs, so the visual field is very narrow. A method using a Fourier transform optical system has been proposed, to enlarge the size of reconstructed images. This paper describes a method of CGH calculations for the Fourier transform optical system to enlarge the visual field and reconstruct realistic images by using the ray tracing method. This method reconstructs images at arbitrary depths and also eliminates unnecessary light including zero-th order light.
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OCIS codes: (090.1705) Color holography; (090.1760) Computer holography; (090.2870) Holographic display.
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1. Introduction

Numerous 3-D displays have already been launched, and the 3-D display technologies can roughly be divided into two kinds. The first involves multiple parallax, and the second involves holography. Various 3-D displays have been proposed in methods that involve multiple parallax, including a method with glasses [1, 2] and a method that displays 3-D images by restricting horizontal parallax [3, 4]. These methods have essentially prevailed for movies and public displays because they are comparatively easy. On the other hand, the methods that make it possible to observe full-parallax 3-D images with the naked eye have been proposed, such as integral photography [5] and super multi-view displays [6]. Nevertheless, these systems cause fatigue due to long periods of viewing because of the mismatch between convergence and accommodation.

In contrast, holography has been publicized as an ideal 3D display technology because holography conforms to human visual features in perceiving 3D images. Holography is technology that can record and reconstruct 3-D images by using diffraction and interference of light [7]. Interference patterns on holograms are obtained by computer simulation, and they are called computer-generated holograms (CGHs). There are some problems with CGHs, such as a lack of rendering techniques to express realistic images, prolonged computation times, and a narrow visual field. Several methods have been proposed to solve the problem of rendering techniques for CGHs, such as hidden surface removal [8, 9], shadowing and shading [10, 11], and multiple reflections [12]. Each method is only suitable for specific expressions and it is difficult to combine them. Therefore, we have proposed rendering techniques for CGHs with the ray tracing method [13]. Calculation methods with the ray tracing method are able to be applied to multiple rendering techniques simultaneously, and express very realistic scenes. Moreover, calculations are done at very high speeds by using graphic processing units (GPUs). Thanks to acceleration of the calculation of CGHs, displaying holographic movie by electronic holography with the spatial light modulator (SLM) was attained. However, the advantages of rendering methods of CGHs cannot be adequately demonstrated because the visual field of electronic holography is very narrow. Since the holography uses the diffracted light for reconstruction, a viewing angle is determined by the diffraction angle. The diffraction angle becomes larger, as the pixel pitch of an output device is narrow. The pixel pitch of a hologram with an optical film is about 0.1 [μm]. Therefore, a viewing angle is more than 40 [degrees], and sufficient corporeal vision is possible. However, an electronic display is necessary for displaying a holographic movie. Although the pixel pitch of the device marketed now is about 10 [μm], a diffraction angle is still about 3.6 [degrees]. Therefore, it is necessary to expand the visual field in CGHs without depending on the performance of electronic devices.

Various kinds of research have been proposed to expand the visual field of electronic holography such as a method using eye tracking [14], cylindrical holograms with a curved array of SLFs [15], and a time division method using ultra-high-definition LCDs [16]. However, these systems entail complicated and massive optical systems for reconstruction. A Fourier transform optical system has been proposed in contrast to these systems to enlarge the visual field with a simple composition. In the study [17], we attempted enlargement of visual field of CGHs im-
implemented the rendering techniques by the ray tracing method [13] with the Fourier transform optical system. However, 3D images by the Fourier transform optical system are not reconstructed at the correct position. Because magnifying power by the Fourier transform optical system varies by the depth, reconstructed images deformed. Therefore, a compensation method is necessary to correct the deformation of reconstructed images.

This paper describes a method of a CGH calculation with the ray tracing method for the Fourier transform optical system that implements correction to distortions in reconstructed images. This method is able to reconstruct realistic images that are implemented hidden surface removal having a wide visual field. We confirmed that realistic 3-D images could be reconstructed by optical reconstructions without distortion with the proposed method.

2. CGH calculations with ray tracing method

We have proposed a method that calculates CGHs that express realistic 3D images implemented the hidden surface removal by the ray tracing method. The ray tracing method is used in the field of computer graphics to obtain intersections between objects and lines of sight to implement hidden surface removal. Correct hidden surface removal corresponding to movements of viewpoints is not expressed by ray tracing from one viewing point in CGH because motion parallax is necessary. This section briefly explains the calculation algorithm to generate full-parallax CGHs.

First, a hologram plane is divided into the elementary holograms in Fig. 1. Rays are cast from the center of each elementary hologram by ray tracing to determine the intersections between virtual objects. This method treats the intersections as a point light source group. Here, interval $\Delta \theta$ between rays is $1/60$ degrees, because the angular resolution of the human eye is assumed to be $1/60$ degrees. Hence, as gaps between intersections are not visible by the observer, the aggregate of points is regarded as a plane. Therefore, elementary holograms have different point light source groups that are visible from each elementary hologram.

The brightness of intersections in the ray tracing process is determined simultaneously. Various reflectance distributions are expressed in CGHs by changing the brightness. When a diffuse reflection is defined as a Lambert reflection, the intensity of the reflected light is calculated as:

$$I_r = I_a \rho_a + (\mathbf{N} \cdot \mathbf{L}) k_d \rho_d + k_s \rho_s,$$

(1)

where, $I_a$ is the intensity of ambient light, $k_d$ and $k_s$ correspond to the ratio of Lambert light and specular light ($k_d + k_s = 1$), and values $\rho_a$, $\rho_d$, and $\rho_s$ correspond to the reflectance of ambient, Lambert, and specular light. Vectors $\mathbf{N}$ and $\mathbf{L}$ are a normal unit vector and a unit vector to the light source. The qualities of material are mostly expressed by changing the reflectance of
specular light $\rho_s$. For instance, the Phong reflection model is used to express a surface like plastic material. The Phong reflection model is calculated by using the direction of rays and the position of the light source that illuminates the objects as shown in Fig. 2.

After the intersections are determined, light waves on an elementary hologram are calculated. Complex amplitude distributions $h_m(x, y)$ on an elementary hologram plane are obtained as

$$h_m(x, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{N_m} A_i \frac{1}{r_i(x, y)} \exp \left( \frac{j 2\pi}{\lambda} r_i(x, y) + j \phi_i \right),$$

where $x$, $y$, and $z$ represent the horizontal, vertical, and depth components, while indices $m$ and $i$ correspond to the number of elementary holograms and point light sources. Here, $\lambda$ is the wavelength, and $\phi_i$ is the initial phase of each point light source. The number of point light sources that create 3D objects in each elementary hologram is given by $N_m$. The amplitude of point light source $A_i$ is calculated by taking the square root of light intensity $I_r$ of Eq. (1) in the shading process. Finally, whole light waves on a hologram plane are obtained by superimposing all elementary holograms. The method of expressing reflective and refractive objects in CGHs can be found in our recent paper [13].

3. Fourier transform optical system

We adopted a Fourier transform optical system to enlarge the visual field, which was composed of a lens, a reflective LCD, and a point light source as a reference light at the focal point of a lens. The Fourier transform optical system was originally used to reconstruct conjugate images of 3-D images in front of a hologram with the lensless Fourier transform method [18] shown in Fig. 3. Virtual objects in calculation with the lensless Fourier transform method are arranged near the focal point of the lens, and a point light source as reference light is located at the focal point. The Fourier transform optical system reconstructs real images and conjugate images simultaneously. The reconstruction position of real images and conjugate images is influenced by the position of virtual objects when calculations are done. Under certain conditions, the conjugate images are widely reconstructed at the back of the hologram. This section describes a method of expanding the visual field for the Fourier transform optical system.

Reconstruction of 3-D images with the Fourier transform optical system was considered on a y-z plane to simplify the process. The coordinates of virtual objects are defined as $O(y_\alpha, z_\alpha)$ in the process to calculate CGHs, as shown in Fig. 4. A point light source as a reference light is located at $R(0, -f)$, and then interference patterns are obtained. The point light source for the
observations is located in front of the lens at $R'(0,f)$. At this time, a conjugate image $Q(y_2,z_2)$ and a real image $P(y_1,z_1)$ are reconstructed. Supposing the gap between the hologram and the lens is illimitably small, the coordinates of a conjugate image $Q(y_2,z_2)$ and a real image $P(y_1,z_1)$ are given as following equations with optical imaging theory.

$$y_1 = \frac{y_o}{z_o} z_1, \quad z_1 = \frac{z_o f}{2z_o + f}, \quad (4)$$

$$y_2 = y_o, \quad z_2 = -z_o. \quad (5)$$

According to Eq. (4), when virtual object $O$ is located nearby rather than $z_o = -f/2$, a real image $P(x_1,z_1)$ is reconstructed at the back of the hologram. However, we observe a real image and a conjugate image simultaneously. Therefore, it is necessary to eliminate conjugate image $Q$ to observe only the real image at the back of the hologram.

Next, we will discuss the relationship between a portion of the hologram and the conjugate and the real images. When a viewpoint is located above line $PQ$ passing through the focal point in Fig. 5, the hologram is divided into two regions $R_1$ and $R_2$ by line $PQ$. It is presumed from Fig. 5 that region $R_1$ generates light waves of $P$ that arrive at the viewpoint and region $R_2$ generates light waves of $Q$. Therefore, we only observe real images by only calculating the region $R_1$. The border $y_{th}$ of $R_1$ and $R_2$ on the hologram plane is calculated by

$$y_{th} = \frac{f y_o}{f + z_o}. \quad (6)$$

To wrap up, 3-D images are widely reconstructed at the back of the hologram by arranging virtual objects nearby rather than $z_o = -f/2$ and calculating interference patterns on the hologram above $y_{th}$. At this time, the visual field of the Fourier transform optical system is behind
the hologram shown in Fig. 6. Reconstructed light is converged by the lens, and passed through a window with width $w$ given by

$$w = \frac{\lambda f}{p}, \quad (7)$$

where $p$ is the pixel pitch of the output device. When the position of the viewpoint $z_e$ is equal to $z_{e,\text{min}}$, maximum viewing angle $\phi_F$ is obtained by

$$z_{e,\text{min}} = \frac{Lf}{L+w}, \quad (8)$$

$$\phi_F = 2 \cdot \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{w+L}{2f} \right), \quad (9)$$

Where L is the size of the hologram. From Eqs. (7)-(9), we confirmed that viewing angle $\phi_F$ could be expanded by changing the size of the hologram and focal length of the lens.

4. CGH calculations for Fourier transform optical system

4.1. Compensation calculation for Fourier transform optical system.

The method of calculation to express rendering techniques for CGHs described in Section 2 was designed for an ordinary hologram. In our previous study [17], virtual objects were located
nearby rather than \( z_o = -f/2 \), and ray tracing was then conducted to obtain point light source groups for CGH calculations. However, reconstructed images through the Fourier transform optical system were expanded and deformed because the magnifying power increased as the depth increased according to Eq. (4). Therefore, it is necessary to have a method to compensate for the Fourier transform optical system. Distortion by the optical system can be computed. Therefore, the compensation is possible by back calculations of distortion. The method of compensation described here obtains the position from which we want to reconstruct 3-D images by ray tracing method in advance. Then, the coordinates of point light sources reconstructed at the positions are calculated by back calculations of distortion. Moreover the method of compensation takes into account gap \( D \) between the hologram and the lens in Fig. 7.

When the lens is gap \( D \) away from the hologram as seen in Fig 7, the hologram is magnified by the lens and forms an image at \( z_h \) in depth. Hence, the position of the reconstructed image \( (x_i, y_i, z_i) \) is restricted to \( z_i < z_h \). When the coordinates of a virtual object point that should be reconstructed are \( (x_i, y_i, z_i) \), the coordinates of the point light source \( (x_o, y_o, z_o) \) in the light wave calculations are obtained by

\[
\begin{align*}
  z_o &= \frac{fA}{f - A}, \\
  x_o &= x_i z_o B, \\
  y_o &= y_i z_o B,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( A \) and \( B \) are expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
  A &= \frac{z_i(f - D) + d^2}{z_i - D - f}, \\
  B &= \frac{A + D - f}{Af}.
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( z_h \) is given by

\[
z_h = -\left(\frac{fD}{f - D} - D\right).
\]
Therefore, light waves on the hologram plane for the Fourier transform optical system are calculated by translating the distance \( r_i \) in Eq. (2) to \( r_o \) expressed as

\[
r_o = \sqrt{(x_o - x)^2 + (y_o - y)^2 + z_o^2},
\]

(16)

Only light waves that arrived above \( y_{th} \) are calculated to observe only the real image at the back of the hologram. The same image that has been rendered with ray tracing can be observed at position \((x_i, y_i, z_i)\) without distortion by doing so.

4.2. Calculation process

Our proposed method used a GPU in addition to a CPU to accelerate the calculations. This section describes the calculation flow for CGHs implemented hidden surface removal for the Fourier transform optical system with a GPU. To parallelize CGH calculations with the GPU, we used the compute unified device architecture (CUDA) programming environment (NVIDIA). To accelerate calculations of the ray-tracing process with the GPU, we used the OptiX Application Acceleration Engine. OptiX supports the determination of intersections in the ray-tracing process with the GPU. The calculation flow for CGHs with the GPU is shown in Fig. 8. Although the approximate flow of the calculation system was close to the one in the paper [13], it was necessary to carry out compensation calculation to apply them to the Fourier transform optical system along the way. The compensation flow is explained in detail below.

First, an OptiX initialization function to prepare for ray tracing was invoked by the CPU. Virtual object data were stored in the global memory of the GPU, and contexts for ray tracing were prepared. After ray tracing was started, each ray was sent to the GPU, and each ray was processed in parallel. The result of each ray was sent to the CPU, and the final result was calculated by the CPU.
were created. The CPU prepared point cloud buffers during initialization that stored information on the intersections between virtual objects and rays for each elementary hologram. Then, the ray tracing kernel was launched. The ray tracing kernels were iteratively invoked as many times as there were elementary holograms. Rays were cast in parallel in the ray tracing kernel and the intersections provided by the OptiX were determined. The ray tracing kernel returned information on the intersections including the intensity and the length of the light path.

Finally, the light waves on elementary holograms were calculated in the CGH kernel. Light wave propagation from the intersections obtained by the ray tracing kernel was just calculated with the former algorithm. However the method created distortion in the reconstructed images when observed with the Fourier transform optical system. The compensation process in this study existed before light wave propagation was calculated to correct distortion. The coordinates of the point light source were first calculated at every intersection by compensation with Eqs. (10)-(12). Second, \( y_{th} \) was calculated at every point light source to eliminate the conjugate images described in Section 3. Light waves on each elementary hologram above \( y_{th} \) from the point light source \((x_0, y_0, z_0)\) were then calculated. Entire light waves were obtained by summing up all elementary holograms. Interference patterns on the hologram were obtained by summing up spherical waves as reference light from the point light source at the focal point of the lens.

5. Experiment

5.1. Experimental setup

We conducted optical reconstructions to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method. We used the display system shown in Fig. 9 for the optical reconstructions. This display system has been developed by Yoneyama et al. [19] The illuminated light by the white LED is emitted to the SLM through the lens, and reconstructed light is reflected by the half mirror. The reconstructed light is converged around a viewing window as shown in Fig. 9(b). The barrier in Fig. 9(b) eliminated 0th order light converges at a focal point of the lens. An viewer observes reconstructed images through the viewing window. The display system included a white LED,
and the reconstructed images were colorized with the time division method. The time division method synchronizes the timing of the lighting of each color with the display timing of the holograms of each color. Then reconstructed images for each color are overlapped at the same place by displaying with a high frequency as many as 180 [Hz]. The experimental parameters are listed in Table 1. The LED used in this experiment is covered with a sharpened optical fiber. The fiber is mirror-coated except for the apex so as not to leak emitted light. Because the apex of the fiber is quite small, the LED works as an ideal point light source. The details of this LED are described in the paper [19].

The viewing angle of the Fourier transform optical system in this experiment is 9.79 [degrees]. This viewing angle is calculated with a wavelength of blue color. The viewing angle \( \phi_F \) is calculated by Eq. (9). On the other hand, the maximum viewing angle \( \phi_{max} \) of the Fresnel hologram is calculated by the following equation.

\[
\phi_{max} = 2 \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{\lambda}{2p} \right). \tag{17}
\]

According to Eq. (17), the viewing angle \( \phi_{max} \) of the Fresnel hologram by the SLM used in this experiment is 2.78 [degrees]. Therefore, we succeeded in expanding a viewing angle \( \phi_F \) of the Fourier transform optical system about 3.5 times compared with the Fresnel hologram. Moreover it is possible to extend a viewing angle by using a lens with a shorter focal length.

### 5.2. Measurement of the size of reconstructed images

First, we conducted the experiment to confirm that virtual objects are reconstructed in the defined correct size. To reconstruct virtual objects at the position obtained by the ray tracing method in the proposed method, the compensation calculation described in section 4.1 is necessary. By the compensation calculation Eqs. (10)-(14), the point light source position to reconstruct at the target depth and a size can be obtained.

A virtual object of a ruler was made to measure the size of the reconstructed images. The virtual object of a ruler were composed of the lower lines of 10 [mm], and the upside line of 5 [mm]. The virtual image of the ruler was reconstructed at a place 50 [cm] behind a hologram by...
the proposed method. And an actual ruler of the notation by a millimeter unit was also exactly located at 50 [cm] behind a hologram.

Figures 10(a), and 10(b) are photos of the reconstructed image and an actual ruler. The actual ruler was located at exactly 50 [cm] behind a hologram and Fig. 10 was focused on the ruler. According to Fig. 10(a), since only the true images were displayed, it turns out that removal of a conjugate image and removal of the 0th light are performed correctly. Next, since both of the reconstructed image and the ruler come into focus apparent from Fig. 10(a), it turns out that virtual objects were reconstructed at the correct depth by the compensation calculation for the Fourier transform optical system. Moreover, Fig. 10(b) shows a magnified image of a part of Fig. 10(a). In Fig. 10(b), the size of calibrations of reconstructed image almost coincided with the size of calibrations of the actual ruler. As a result of the measurement, it was confirmed that virtual objects were correctly reconstructed with the objective size and at the objective depth without distortion by the compensation calculation of the proposed method.

There were some problems in our previous research [17] that attempted enlargement of visual field with the Fourier transform optical system. One is that restriction of arrangement of virtual objects existed. Virtual object must be arranged in the position nearer than \( z = -2/f \) in the previous research. And the 3D images are reconstructed at the position which differs from the position of arranged virtual objects by the magnification effect of the Fourier transform optical system. So it was difficult to reconstruct the virtual objects at the objective position. Moreover, since magnifying power becomes large as the depth becomes deep, reconstructed images deform. Therefore, the depth perception of the reconstructed images is no longer felt. These problems are solved by using the compensation calculation described in section 4.1 in this paper. Furthermore, restriction of the virtual object arrangement in a previous study does not also exist, and it becomes possible to reconstruct 3D images at the arbitrary positions behind a hologram.

5.3. Optical reconstructions

In this experiment, we generated holograms of complex scenes to confirm that rendering techniques for CGH by the proposed method were adequately implemented. The proposed method is capable of expressing the rendering techniques such as reflection and refraction owing to advantages of the ray tracing method. We optically reconstructed a full-color CGH with the Fourier transform optical system.
At first, a complex scene with great depth was defined as shown in Fig. 11(a). The checkerboard was spread out from -25 [cm] to -100 [cm] and tilted slightly. There were two spheres made of a specular surface and a diffuse surface above the checkerboard. The CGH of the complex scene of Fig. 11(a) was made, and taken the picture. Figure 11(b) is a photograph of the reconstructed image with focus on a front sphere. Since the rear sphere defocused, it turns out that depth was expressed correctly. According to Fig. 11(b), the front sphere made by the specular surface has a highlight as a result of shading effect. Moreover, reflected images of the circumference existed on the specular surface. The metal ball was able to be felt very realistic according to these rendering effects. To the contrary, the rear sphere has blur highlight. So the spheres characterize the material on the surface like metal and plastic. Since the hidden surface removal was successfully implemented to the CGH, the reconstructed images of multiple objects did not overlap or were not missing. As a result of this experiment, we confirmed that 3-D images were naturally reconstructed without distortion. The reconstructed images in our previous study were expanded and deformed. Therefore, the sense of perspective was not able to be perceived correctly. Distortion due to the Fourier transform optical system did not occur in this study because of compensation calculations.
We also conducted another optical reconstruction to confirm the expression of refractive objects in CGH. Arrangement of the virtual objects is shown in Fig. 12(a). Grass sphere located at \( z = -400 \text{[mm]} \) was defined as a transparent object. In this experiment, the refractive index of glass is 1.3. Figure 12(b) shows the reconstructed image of a glass sphere and a checker board. It turned out that the checker patterns through the glass sphere were magnified because the checker patterns were refracted on a transparent object. This result indicates that refraction by the transparent object was also achieved by using the proposed method. As results of these optical reconstructions, it was confirmed that we succeeded in expressing a complex scene that required multiple rendering techniques simultaneously without distortion by the proposed method. Conventional methods are unable to express a complex scene, which requires the use of several rendering techniques to be used at a time.

The CGH calculations in this study were accelerated with a GPU. The calculations took about 10 seconds to generate a full-color CGH including three interference patterns of RGB. The calculation process for light propagation took up most of the calculation time rather than ray tracing. We need to adopt a fast calculation algorithm for light propagation to speed up calculations.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposed a calculation method with the ray tracing method for a Fourier transform optical system. The method included an approach to eliminate unnecessary light such as zero-th order light and conjugate images. As a result, we succeeded in enlarging the visual field and displaying full-color holographic images. Furthermore, we implemented various rendering techniques to express a realistic 3-D scene. Optical reconstructions demonstrated that the reconstructions of 3-D images implemented hidden surface removal without distortion. Moreover, shading, shadowing, refraction, and multiple reflections appeared in the reconstructed images.

We expect that the reality of reconstructed images will be improved in the future by taking advantage of the ray tracing method, and we aim at generating full-color holographic movies in real time.
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